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Spring/Summer 2018 Program
Yorkshire Dales Cross Country Ski Club
Spring 2018 Newsletter
Chair Person’s Welcome
The winter season has come to an end, with one of the
best years snow cover for some time. The cross-country
season extended into late April in Scandinavia, so I hope
that everyone who wanted to, got in some worthwhile
time on snow. We even had some snow fun in England
and you can read all about it below.
Our summer program is now out with a variety of events
to choose from, so I look forward to seeing you at some
of the club meets in the future.
Enjoy the newsletter!

Fridays 7.30-9pm, Roller ski session York Sports
Village
Sundays 9-11 am, Roller Ski Session, York Sports
Village
And most Wednesdays, roller ski sessions at the
Brownlee Brothers Centre, Leeds Uni. 7-9pm.
Contact Martin Roscoe for further details.
…………………………………………………………………………
Sunday 20th May MCCSC Tour, Connah’s Quay,
Chester, contact Stephen Briggs
Saturday 9th June Bridlington to Filey coastal walk.
(or join in for part of the route) Contact M. Appleby
Saturday 16th June Blacktofts Tour on rollerskis or
bikes. Contact M. Appleby
Saturday 23rd June MCCSC Tour, Chorlton, contact
Stephen Briggs
Saturday 7th July Spen Valley Tour on rollerskis or
bike followed by BBQ at Deb’s house
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Key contacts (Subject to change at the AGM)
John Anderson
Martin Appleby
Helen Bell
Martin Roscoe
Deb Johnston

john.anderson83@talktalk.net
m.appleby451@btinternet.com
helenbell115@btinternet.com
martinr@snowsportengland.org.uk
johnston_deborah1@sky.com

www.ydccsc.org.uk for further contact information
See our Facebook page – search for Yorkshire Dales Cross
Country Ski Club. Also follow us on Twitter @Yorkshireski

Friday 22nd July to Sunday 22nd July glamping
weekend on the Wolds with rollerski/bike tour and
walk.
Saturday 28th July easy cycle tour, contact John
Anderson
Saturday 11th August LCCSC one hour race
Sunday 12 August, MCCSC Tour, Chester, contact
Stephen Briggs
Saturday 18th and Sunday 19th August, Hetton SSE
rollerski course.
Sunday 2nd September, Biathlon event at Brownlee
Brothers track, Leeds
Saturday 8th September, possible Canoe Trip
All the above dates are subject to change and should
be confirmed in due course as we finalise bookings
and try and fit in events at the Brownlee track and
York sports village.

Items for Sale
Marwe Roller Skis - £150 o.n.o.
Purchased in 2014 from Rollerski.co.uk. Light usage. Still in great condition.
Contact Judith Georgas:

judithgeorgas@aol.co.uk

07720441635

Salomon boots, £44
Purchased 2017, worn twice, size 10, original cost £88
Contact Richard Smith: smithrichard14@sky.com

Metal edged touring skis
Martin Appleby has a selection of pre-loved, metal edged touring skis with boots. If you are interested in
purchasing a pair, or for more information, please contact him: m.appleby451@btinternet.com

Update on funding bid through the Yorkshire Ski Federation
In our last newsletter, the Nordic Report mentioned that we were putting in a grant request with the
support of the YSF. We are happy to say that the bid was successful and we have received a total of £350
from Snow Sport England thanks to the YSF. This money is to be spent on holding an event at the
Brownlee Brothers track in Leeds and on some new Salomon Pro-link bindings to keep our club stock of
roller skis up to date.

Skiing in England
In recent years, opportunities for on snow skiing in England have been very rare. Nevertheless, we did
have a couple of chances this year.
Early on this winter we had one of those very brief snowfalls which only last a day. It did, however,
provide sufficient cover for Helen and myself to dig out the skis and have a couple of hours skiing on a
local playing field.
The next snowfall came at the end of winter, the so called ‘beast from the east’. From experience I
knew that there was likely to be good skiing in Dalby Forest, a large area of forest near Pickering,
nowadays well known for mountain biking. Looking at the website, indications were that the forest road
would be closed, but I rightly suspected that this would be false, for the simple reason that there are
people living in the forest, or at least the forest fringes. Meeting up with Amy and Richard in Thornton le
Dale we then continued on to Low Dalby and had no trouble reaching our destination. The car park was
clear and the visitor centre open.
After a short walk, skis were put on and the rest of the day was spent skiing up and down the forest
rides. To my mind this is the best skiing in England with miles of skiable tracks. Not having skied here
before, Amy and Richard were suitably impressed. I did notice that the tracks were a little wider than
previously, probably because of the increase in mountain biking. Afterwards, while enjoying coffee and
cake in Thornton, Amy demonstrated her linguistic skills conversing fluently in Spanish with the Spanish
waitress.

Cake Cake Cake!!!!

Trying to catch up with Martin!

Still trying to catch up with Martin!!

Which way now?

The following day I had planned a coaching session in Temple Newsam Park, Leeds, but was a little
concerned that the snow cover would be insufficient. Arriving early, I decided that there was enough
snow - just. Surprisingly, a larger than expected group turned up. After sorting out skis, boots and poles,
we had a necessarily intense coaching session, the snow melting under our feet. Normally such a session
would be followed by a tour of the park, but by then it was far too late.

.

The Beginnings of an Adventure….

For those of you who have reached a certain age as I have – whatever that age might be – you may be
inclined to think that the passing of a ‘milestone’ in your life should be marked by some kind of
memento: a party; a fine watch; a theatre visit or maybe a night ‘down the pub’ with your mates. This is
all well and good but if you have no mates then a visit to the pub stands to be a lonely experience. I
have been to the theatre once before. I don’t need to go again. I have a trusty Casio that set me back
more than eight pounds so, as it keeps an accurate eye on the time then how fine is that! It may not be
the most pleasing thing to look at but, ‘form follows function’ so no need to splash out on a
replacement.
As for a party, I hate balloons and jelly and ice cream and as I have no mates then once again my invite
list would be blank and all the jelly and ice cream would go to waste. And most of all, I needed
sympathy. I had to come up with an idea that would include my family as they would be more likely to
say yes to any proposal especially if free food and travel were included. There had to be a goal too so
that we could work towards achieving something together and something that was a bit different to pubs
and parties; theatres and horological jewellery. ‘How about skiing?’ I said. ‘Cross country skiing’. ‘A ski
marathon’. ‘The Engadin Skimarathon’.
So began our family adventure. All of us blissfully unaware of what was to come both in terms of the
race itself and the preparation that would be needed in the lead up to March 2018.
Training
There was a good deal of planning to do to enable us to get to the marathon on time and in some kind of
appropriate shape. Having read up to this point in the article then you, dear reader, are obviously keen
to read more and anyone wishing to find out more about the planning that took place is going to be
disappointed to learn that I simply haven’t got the will power to type it all out just now so, If you
really want to find out more please get in touch and I can talk you through it.
I found the Yorkshire Dales Cross Country Ski Club website and posted a message to Glynn Parry who
kindly introduced me to various people whom I had never met but appeared to know what they were
talking about. Three members of my family arrived one Friday evening at York Sports Village and met
amongst others, Martin Roscoe and Richard Smith and I should add at once that if it were not for the
work of Martin and Richard and others then we would not have achieved as much as we did.
Warming up by swinging arms and legs around in the cool evening air on a York cycle track is a highlight
of our first training session that I will long remember. Learning about Martin’s little ‘challenges’ to finish
off the evening ; doing as many ‘crunchies’ before a strange blue line on the track and, marathon skating
to the finish line or to the coffee shop are all embedded routines and phrases that helped us to compete
in the marathon.
Over the course of about five months two or three of our little band made our way over to York for
training. Sometimes three of us made the journey and occasionally four. There was never a time when
the five family members were present together and our eldest son only managed one session. Most of our
time at the sports village was spent during the dark hours of Friday evenings at the end of the normal
working week when a restful night in would have been welcome. So, often we arrived in the centre’s car
park to the booming sound of the boxercise class up on the centre’s first floor where it looked dark and
cold and miserable. We however would rush down to the bright and airy cycle track where a warm and

comfortable strip of tarmac awaited. Skate 1, 2 or 3? Who cared? Who knew the difference? Who cared if
they didn’t know the difference? We just ate up the miles on our slick Swenors and our trendy Salomon
Combi Prolink NNN ski shoe thingy’s.
As October turned into November and then into December and this year, into January as well we realised
that February would follow next and then March would arrive meaning only one thing: that the
skimarathon was nearly upon us. No more time for training nor practise. Just get on the plane and head
south.
The Engadin Skimarathon

Many of you will have heard of the Engadin Skimarathon and some of you have no doubt entered the race
and completed it. The course is relatively flat for the first 10 miles or so beginning at Maloja in the
western end of the Engadin valley then reaching a hill followed by a three mile section that takes
competitors to the halfway point at Pontresina. The rest of the course is undulating and one simply
glides over the finish line at S-Chanf some 42km later. Or that’s what I thought and that’s what I
convinced the family that they were going to face. In fact according to the marathon website ‘… the
track is mainly flat with gentle inclines’. Now, I’m no linguist but I am willing to suggest that there has
been some application of artistic licence in the translation from Swiss-German into English-English. While
it’s quite true that the first quarter of the route is relatively flat it is then equally untrue to suggest that
there are ‘gentle inclines’. The first hill that skiers reach is best suited to those competitors equipped
with crampons and a pair of ice axes. The joy of plunging down into St Moritz is soon swept away by the
next hill; a forest section, more hills and then the infamous Stazerwald decent where it’s best to check
your insurance documents before proceeding. What skiers face after Pontresina is anyone’s guess as half
way was as far as I and three members of our family reached on the day. Only one member managed the
complete route in a time just over four hours.
We had arrived in Maloja, the starting point of the marathon having stepped off the free shuttle bus and
walked amongst thousands of other competitors to a space where we could try to gather our thoughts
and bearings in order to find out what to do next. Locating the Swiss Army trucks that would transport
our redundant clothing to the marathon finish also led us to the heated tents where we sheltered from
the South Easterly wind and snow that was sweeping by outside the canvas doorways.
Just after 9am we took our place near the start line with the penultimate group of skiers. ‘The lantern
rouge’. It was a cold 45 minute wait before our pack of enthusiasts were let loose by the officials and
rather than being immersed in a sea of frantic action the pace of our fellow competitors was relaxed and
we glided steadily north east blown on by the wind and a little effort from ourselves. To be truthful it
wasn’t quite as easy as you would believe it should be. We had never set out – as a family – to stick
together during the event. Only Caroline and I would stay with each other to our finish in Pontresina.

Within seconds, quite literally, our children had gone. They were away. Impossible to see among the
crowd. Quite quickly too people were passing us on both sides. Even classic skiers were gravitating to
their finish lines faster than the two of us. I had remembered though that we must not panic but
concentrate on our race at our speed and I really do think that this helped. Had we tried and (we would
have) failed to keep up with our fellow competitors then we would have failed completely. Better to
finish last than not at all.
The Kms came and went and our first stop at 5Km in Sils Maria provided liquids. The next refreshment
point at Silvaplana / Surlej happened to be near to our Airbnb accommodation but any thought of
sneaking off ‘home’ disappeared as we slid on to St Moritz Dorf and the first hill. It’s at this point, 15Km
when Martin’s idea that Skate 1 can get you up Everest dissolved into the very ice beneath our skis. You
must have to be a Marvel Superhero to use Skate 1 on that hill. A really sweet moment here too. A young
local girl – maybe 7 or 8 yrs. old - told us in perfect English that we could take off our skis here and walk
up the hill at one side. Thanks but no thanks Jungfrau as a) how did she know we would speak English
and b), would she have disqualified us if we had done as she had offered? No chance taken. Upwards and
onwards in the herringbone style.
The first downhill section followed next with plenty of folk dressed in emergency / rescue / paramedic
type clothing at the bottom of this incline no doubt waiting for a few late customers. We disappointed
them and reached a public commentary point where each skiers name was called out to the watching
crowd and cheered on by those waiting for some kind of embarrassing spectacle to unfold. We
disappointed our onlookers once again and crawled past onto more inclines and yet more herringbone
manoeuvres. It is in the Stazerwald section that it is well known for spectators who have some genetic
connection to a committee of vultures to stand and wait and watch hapless skiers descending what many
regard to be the most treacherous and dangerous part of the whole marathon.
Well, every cloud has a silver lining and there is a benefit to being at the back of a large and mobile
group so that when Caroline and I reached the Stazerwald downhill with no other competitors in sight
there were also no spectators in sight either. None at all. No one to shout and jeer nor applaud our
attempts to get down in one piece save that is for a fairly large group of paramedic / rescue / responder
types at the edge of the forest way below us. Thousands of skiers had descended amongst the heavily
padded trees so the snow was rutted and uneven. We stood at the point of no return. We looked down at
the officials and at each other. We knew that snowploughing would be useless but if we were careful and
got the trajectory right then there was a direct line down past the trees and on into a meadow. We
aimed our skis and set off. Picking up speed but riding through and over the bumps and hollows
generated by 14000 pairs of skis and by the bottoms and elbows and knees and backs that had gone

before us. We sped on and out into the meadow to the shouts of ‘Bravo’ from the officials who moments
before must have been rubbing their hands at the thought of some last-minute business going their way.
And then on to Pontresina between the guiding banners, barriers and ropes that say ‘enough is enough’
and to the finish line of the half marathon some 21kms from our starting point 3hrs and 49mins earlier.
Zeil
The experience of course was unique to each and every competitor including those of my family and for
myself. We all feel the stimulus of our surroundings to a greater or lesser extent. We have hopes and
fears and feelings but they can be subtly different and have a different effect on each one of us. We will
never forget the past six months with all of its demands and the demands we placed on ourselves. We
will not forget the impact of seeing thousands of people readying for their brief moment of involvement
in one of the world’s largest sporting events in one of the world’s most beautiful places. We cannot
forget the effort that was made by many to make the event such a success including once again the
guidance, good humour and tolerance of our Yorkshire based tutors.
Reaching the half marathon finish for those that make it can be a real achievement and as such it is an
uplifting occasion. It beats jelly and ice cream and going ‘down the pub’ too. So would we do it again? As
some used to say in Barnsley, ‘If tha dun’t, tha daren’t’. But it’s not a dare. It’s as safe and as organised
an experience as you can have while still having an element of risk. So, for Arte who completed the full
marathon distance with experience and more practice then I, think yes, and yes too for Isaac and Syd.
More ‘crunchies’, more tarmac Kms.
For Caroline and I, then I am not sure. With more practice and more kilometres under our belts then
possibly. But for those of us whose milestones are increasing in even greater number then it had better
be sooner rather than later.
Ian

Ladders and Tramlines
While discussing the Sustrans 169 route in the Winter Newsletter, I made a flippant comment regarding
'rumble' strips, but after watching the recent events on The Paralympics, I'm reminded that the subject
deserves greater respect. The two strips in question, ladders and tramlines, are there to differentiate
between the walk side and the cycle side of a shared pathway. The transverse strips (ladders) indicate
the walk side and the longitudinal strips (tramlines) indicate the cycle side.

From the perspective of the visually impaired, they provide a tactile indicator of their current location,
and what changes may lie ahead.
Other textured surfaces, are found at path junctions with roads; above and below stairways, tram and
train platforms and so on. The configuration of shapes indicating what's ahead, at least to those in the
know. And on that note, did anyone else know about the button on pedestrian controlled lights, which
spins when the green 'walk' sign lights up? Me neither.
As roller skiers, we are neither walking nor cycling, and both surface textures can present issues
whichever side of the track we use. The transverse strip is likely to bring you to a sudden stop, and even
though the longitudinal strips are in line with the direction of travel, small wheels have a tendency to be
deflected, especially when the ground is wet.
Internet articles indicate that rumble strips can be a gripe with skateboarders, cyclists and possibly
prams and child buggies too.
However, they aren't there to make mine or their lives easier. They're there as part of a raft of measures
to ease the travel of the visually impaired. Although that begs a question, would they help or hinder a VI
skier?
For my travels, I'll just have to become slicker when crossing the bumps, or resign myself to slipping the
skis off and walking across each time. There's not always a nice grass patch on either side for you to
practice your 'change of terrain' technique.
Roy Clements

Great Shunner Fell, Yorkshire Dales 2018
During late Jan and early Feb, I'd been watching the weather cycle for the Yorkshire Dales snow/wind/thaw/rain then repeat. Making the trip in winter requires a fine balance of at least three
variables - clear road access, suitable snow cover, and a lack of strong winds.
Road conditions can be viewed online with web cams on the A684 near Leyburn, and Penny Garth café in
Hawes. Some idea of the tops can be seen on the Ingleborough and Swaledale web cams. Swaledale
Weather Station and Shunner Fell weather site give a comprehensive 6 day forecast. It can still be a
challenge to plan the trip more than a few days in advance though, as the weather on the tops is often
unsettled, and too much snow can shut the access roads.
I had a day free on Mon 5th February, and as the forecast looked possible, I decided to make the trip.
The drive of 121mls from North Lincs, to the cattle grid/parking on Buttertubs Pass, took 2 and half
hours, and was well worth the effort.
The snow cover was good, but due to the length of the underlying grass, care had to be taken to avoid
snagging on the descent. I used the section immediately above the car park, and along the fence line
which runs all the way to the summit of Great Shunner Fell at 716m.

Chester Roller Ski Tour, 2017
One of the more popular roller ski tours is from Chester to Connah's Quay in North Wales organised by
Manchester XC club. The reason for this is the cycle track running alongside the river Dee, almost dead
straight with a uniformly excellent surface. The only tricky part is crossing from one side of the river to
the other, where you have to watch out that your poles don't get caught in between the wooden planks.
The tour actually starts at the Connahs Quay end where access and parking is easier. This year there was
a fairly large group from the Manchester, Yorkshire Dales and Lakeland clubs. Some people chose to
skate, others to classic. Naturally there was quite wide range of abilities, but on such a safe and easy
track, this did not matter.
About half way along there is a suitably bi-lingual sign marking the boundary between England and
Wales, though personally I couldn't see any difference between the Welsh side and the English side.
At the Chester end, not far from the city centre there was a short walk to the lunch venue, Telfords pub,
situated in an attractive setting by the canal basin. The weather was good enough to dine outside,
allowing people who possibly did not know each other very well to socialise as well as relax.
Returning by the same route, I looked ahead and spotted a disturbance in the water and knew
immediately what it was, having been informed of the phenomenon on a previous trip. This was the tidal
bore which only occurs on the river Dee at certain times of the year, so we were lucky indeed to see it.
A long wave, or series of parallel waves, stretching from bank to bank moving at a steady pace upstream,
leaving the water level higher than it had been only a few moments before. Some of the more athletic
skiers tried to race it, a fruitless task it has to be said.
Arriving back at Connahs Quay the day was not over yet. Blankets were laid out on the grass and cakes
suddenly started appearing out of cars, so we were able to sit on the riverbank and stuff our faces with
cake until it was time to set off home, cake coming out of our ears.

This Year’s Club Trip to Venabu in Norway
This was my fourth cross country ski holiday and my second club trip following last year’s week in
Finland. And, like the previous 3 trips, I have been lucky enough to have enjoyed them with my cabin
buddy, Anna. It seems strange to think that we both joined the club and started taking lessons just over
4 years ago, inspired by the 2014 winter Olympics, but already we have been on 4 ski holidays with other
club members.
Following rave reviews about the Venabu Fellstu hotel and the surrounding ski area, this was the
destination for Helen, Martin A, John, Jane, Chris, Ed, Richard S, Nigel, Anna and myself. Most booked
the main hotel for 7 nights Saturday to Saturday to fit in with the hotel shuttle bus from the airport. But
Anna, Richard and myself opted to fly a day early and come back a day later to benefit from cheaper,
direct flights. And to give us time to do some ski shopping en route to the hotel. And Anna and I decided
to book one of the cabins owned by the hotel rather than a twin or 2 single rooms. This again saved us
quite a bit of money and gave us more space, a kitchen to prepare food to our own tastes, and the
chance to eat breakfast in our jimjams whilst catching up with the Olympics on the TV!
But back to the journey. Anna, Richard and I took the train from Oslo airport to Lillehammer and spent
the first night in the hostel at Lillehammer station. It’s our third time there and, as previously, it made a
lovely stop-over to break the journey. The following morning, we took the train to Ringebu where we did
some ski shopping. (See the end of this article for more details on the stress of deciding what, where,
when and how to buy skis!) From there we took a taxi up to the hotel. As the road curled up from the
valley floor through dense forests and villages towards Venabu at 932m, we saw the extent of the snow
and knew that we were in for an amazing week.
On arrival at the hotel, Richard settled into his room and Anna and I loaded up a sledge with our cases
and pulled it 200 meters along a beautiful, snowy, tree-lined track to our cabin, home for the next 7
nights. And how we came to love that cabin. It was perfect. It was the best cabin out of 3 so far and
somewhere we are determined to stay again. In fact, if I win the lottery I’m buying it.

It slept 4 people so there was plenty of space, with a separate bedroom and a double ‘cupboard bed’ at
one side of the living space. The kitchen was well resourced, the floor was under heated and we had a
huge basket of wood ready for the fire. And amazing views from every window. Simply perfect.
The family run hotel itself is wonderful too, with plenty of comfy and stylish seating areas, a well-staffed
ski and boot room, sauna, gym and a huge restaurant serving a vast variety of hot and cold food, all
buffet style. Throughout the week, we were all impressed with the helpfulness and friendliness of the
staff across the hotel. It became apparent that most of the guests were return visitors, some had been
coming back for many years.
We soon settled into a routine of meeting in the boot room each morning at 10am to look at the map and
plan the days skiing. Each morning brought heavy snowfall with more snow falling most days. This meant
that not all the ski tracks were prepared every day -some were too exposed and cutting these tracks
would have been pointless. That said, there was plenty of skiing to be enjoyed. The hotel enjoys an
elevated position with wonderful views in every direction. On clear days I felt as though I were skiing on
top of the world, with miles and miles of empty tracks stretching out in every direction. There were hills
with long, gradual climbs to the top, there were undulating routes that weaved through clumps of trees
and past secluded cabins, there were flat tracks along frozen lakes and there were tracks which dipped
into the forest where we could gain some shelter on snowy and windy days. We had one glorious, cold
but sunny day and we made the most of this by doing a longer trip involving a picnic on a hill at -16
degrees and a much-needed stop for hot drinks at a hotel on the way back. On other days we tended to
do a short ski in the morning, have our packed lunch in the warmth and comfort of the hotel lounge, and
then head back out again in the afternoon. In this way, everyone could pick and choose how much skiing
they did, some opting for a lazy afternoon, a walk or snow shoe trip, a visit to the hotel masseur or an
hour or so watching the Olympics on the TV.
Classic skis were the choice of most club members that week. This was mainly due to the weather and
the snow conditions but also the fact that many of the prepared tracks nearer the hotel were quite
narrow. (I think that if all the tracks had been groomed each day there would have been plenty of choice
for both skate and classic.) Most of the guests in the hotel were there to take up the daily ski touring
trips which were offered by the staff. They were using the heavier, metal edged skis which are perfect
for those wanting to enjoy a healthy and fun week in the snow without needing cross country skills. Anna
and I were both thankful that we had purchased skis -I don’t think that we would have found suitable
classic skis in the hire room at the hotel.
It was a fantastic week and I will definitely return to Venabu, for the gorgeous cabin, the amazing staff,
the wonderful vistas and the variety of ski routes available from the hotel. And maybe, just maybe, if I
can persuade my husband Rob to give it a go, this is where we will head for his first taste of cross
country skiing.
Many thanks to Anna and the other 7 club members who came along to Venabu and helped to make the
week a very special one.
I wonder what next year will bring…….?

The Unnecessary Stress of a First-Time Ski Buyer
Two previous ski holidays to Norway had taught Anna and I that a return holiday to the country could not
be enjoyed on hire skis. In both Nordseter and Sjusjoen, we had a poor choice of hire skis. Indeed, on
one of these trips, we were provided with identical skis despite being vastly different weights. As
relatively new skiers, we could never be sure that it wasn’t our technique that was holding us back. Or
the fish scales. (Old school) But last year in Finland we had some wonderful Atomic skin tech skis that we
loved and there the decision was made. We had to have some.
In hindsight we should handed over wads of cash for those Atomic hire skis right there and brought them
home with us!
But no, we didn’t. Instead there followed almost a year of indecision and headaches and discussions too
numerous to recount, about which skis to buy and where to buy them. “Should we buy some Atomics
online and save a bit of cash” we said. “No” came lots of replies, “you need to try them and you need to
get the latest technology. “Ok, shall we buy in Lillehammer on the way out” we said. “No” came the
reply, “you need to be able to take them back, Lillehammer is too far, buy them in Ringebu which is
nearer”. “Do you sell Atomics?” we emailed the shop in Ringebu. “No” came the reply, (eventually)
“only Fischer and Madshus”. Lots of messages from us to the ski shop in Ringebu followed, some were
answered, many were not. Our detailed questions about the specifics of the various skis received
answers such as “Yes you come we have skis you are welcome in our shop” This did not fill us with
confidence. We spent the entire journey worrying that we would arrive at the last possible ski buying
venue before our holiday and not find suitable skis.
Happily, I can report that we both came away with a wonderful and entirely weight-specific pair of
Madshus skis and a pair of well-fitting boots each. And this is what we learnt from the whole stressful
experience.
1. Our stress had been unnecessary.
2. To listen to the advice of our experienced skiing friends and fellow club members who are
invariably right. For example, I did have to take my skis back down to the shop for a binding
change on day 2. I could not have done this without a great deal of added expense had I bought
from elsewhere.
3. To take heed of previous newsletter articles. (See newsletter Winter 2016/17, the article by
Simon on ‘mohair’ skis. Thanks Simon, we went for your advice, the Madshus with adjustable
bindings, they are super.)
4. Wax-less skis may not be perfect for every condition. But for once-a-year-non-racing-skiers they
are easy and perfectly fine.
5. Norwegian ski shop employees can seem pretty vague and laid back but they are actually on the
ball, 100% reliable. The skis we had asked for were waiting in the shop with our names on. They
were the correct lengths for the correct weights. The requested bindings were ready, as were
appropriate boots in the correct sizes.
6. You get a massive discount in Norway if you buy skis and boots and bindings together.
7. You do not get a discount on other stuff (Richard did not get a discount on the huge amount of
kroner he spent in the shop on waxes and sprays and hats, whilst he patiently waited for us to
sort the above.)
Anna bought Madshus Suprasonic skis and some atomic boots, I bought Madshus Birkerbeiner skis, the
same as Annas but 4-5mm wider all the way down for a bit more stability and a slight advantage on snow
ploughs and turning. We love them, we can’t wait to use them next year.

***Another fine newsletter fabulous YSCCSC Members! We love all your articles here at ‘Newsletter
Towers’ so keep them coming in and have a lovely Summer 2018  ***

